
BUSINESS PLANNING TAXATION

Here are some resources you will find useful if you are studying for the Business Planning: Taxation exam. The format
of the Business Planning: Taxation exam.

I used your on-demand videos and your Exam Room Notes and I can honestly say that they helped me so
much! Following payment, access is instant so you can start studying right away! In particular, you will have
to absorb information from longer and more complex Exhibits and you will also have to use your professional
judgement to estimate the likely mark allocation of different parts of the question - a specific breakdown will
not be given to you in the question. Please note that you may be charged a currency fee by your credit card
company if you are paying in a currency other than the normal designated currency of your credit card account
- please confirm any such fees with your provider before purchase. The full course also retails at a substantial
discount to the total cost of all individual sessions purchased separately. You may feel like your hands are tied,
but small steps can make a big difference. This credit is available for two consecutive taxable years. To find
out more about the course, please view the short trailer video below or click on any of the session names at the
course page available here to see what each session contains. They taught me proper exam technique and how
to approach questions, giving me so much confidence and now thanks to you I will be moving on to my finals
in November. Our reporting. Easy and convenient access As with all our on-demand courses, our BPT
on-demand Masterclass can be accessed at any time and in any location with an internet connection. Wellness
programs can be physical health incentives, that reduce stress and help employees handle life better, or even
money toward a gym membership. Better employee wellness reduces absenteeism, lowers your costs, and
helps employees do their best work. For further details on TIS, click here. Please note that as a UK company
our prices are set in UK pounds sterling - we regularly update our US Dollar and Euro pricing but there may
be minor differences in your effective cost based on day to day exchange rate movements in sterling versus
other currencies. To the best of our knowledge, we are the only ICAEW Partner in Learning to provide this
option to purchase individual sessions of on-demand training. All our on-demand courses can be viewed as
many times as you wish, providing you with a chance to review tricky content - ideal for some of the more
complex areas of the BPT syllabus. Our video hosting partner Vimeo. So thanks a lot to your team for putting
so much time and effort into the course. Offer Wellness Programs Wellness programs have many benefits. Our
BPT Masterclass contains: Workshops on examination technique, including advice on how to read the
examination paper and correctly estimate the likely marks breakdown Skeleton Notes which review all key
company tax, individual tax, VAT and Stamp Duty topics by working backwards from real model answers to
understand which areas tend to be tested the most Detailed tutor "talkthroughs" of past papers and mock
exams to show you how to use the Exhibit information correctly and explaining all technical issues raised Our
emphasis in the course is on seeing the above technical content in context so we have integrated detailed
reviews of past paper, mock exam and Question Bank questions into our lectures to ensure that you can see
how the technical content is likely to be examined. We have launched the course today with 24 hours of
original video content which can be viewed as often as you wish. We expect to add a further 2 videos to the
course by week commencing 11 February at the latest.


